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AlterNativa3 is a cooperative that manufactures organic
Fairtrade products.
Our goal is to offer a high-quality, responsible and sustainable
alternative to every-day consumption products, especially
coffee, cocoa and sugar.
We elaborate healthy products on a daily basis, without any
artificial additives. We pay special attention to the manufacturing
process as well as the selection of the best organic Fairtrade
raw material.
Our principles are innovation, responsibility and environmental
and social sustainability. This is why Fair Trade is the basis of
our cooperative as it combines social justice, respect to the
environment and economic sustainability.

OUR HISTORY
Rosa and Antonio found out about Fair Trade at the end of the 80s, when they were
both living in Germany. They instantly felt that the Fair Trade movement perfectly
suited their lifestyle and way of thinking.
When they came back to Spain, they created AlterNativa3 and ever since, the
cooperative has been loyal to its essence, always seeking products that care for
people and nature. AlterNativa3 was founded in 1992 and three years later, we
started elaborating our own products, and opened the first Fairtrade coffee roaster
in Spain and the only one 100% Fairtrade in the country.
Nowadays, we have a coffee roaster and a processing factory for cocoa and sugar.
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Our cooperative applies social responsibility policies in all areas: with the producers
by keeping long-terms relationships; with the consumer by offering the highest
quality as well as transparency; with the workers by applying policies such as family
life conciliation, democratic team decision-making, sustainable environment and
gender equity.
Working in AlterNativa3 allows us to be part of a better reality in which people are
above economic profit.
NETWORKING
AlterNativa3 believes in networking with other organizations that promote Fair
Trade, environmental sustainability and solidarity-based economy as the best
way to meet our goals: creating a more equitable society based on the respect of
human rights and the environment.
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ORGANIC FAIRTRADE
PRODUCTS
MANUFACTURERS
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Fairtrade Certificate

Lactose free product

Vegan friendly

Organic Certificate

Gluten free product

Sugar free product

• Coordinadora estatal de Comercio Justo: comerciojusto.org/
• Asociación del Sello de Comercio Justo: sellocomerciojusto.org/es/ • Fairtrade
International: www.fairtrade.net
• CCPAE: www.ccpae.org
• XES: www.xes.cat
• Som Comerç Just i Banca Ètica: comercjustibancaetica.org
• Fiare: www.fiarebancaetica.coop/
• Fets: fets.org
• WFTO: wfto.com

COFFEE
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Daily roasted coffee so that the consumers
can get the freshest flavour and aroma of an
excellent coffee.
We roast our coffee with love, selecting the
best coffee beans from small cooperatives of
producers from very different origins: Colombia,
Mexico, Tanzania, Brasil, Uganda...
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COFFEE

Classics

FORTISSIMO

FORTE

ESSENZIALE

GROUND COFFEE
ROBUSTA BASED BLEND

GROUND COFFEE
ROBUSTA BASED BLEND

GROUND COFFEE
ARABICA BASED BLEND

cod. 003904

cod. 003902

cod. 003901

250g

A coffee with an exceptional intensity. A powerful blend of Robusta
beans from Africa and Arabica beans from Central America, with
an intense roast which enhances the stregth of this delicious coffee.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY
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A very special coffee blend, made of Arabica coffee from
Central America and Robusta from Tanzania. A full-bodied
coffee with a lasting taste on the palate and persistent. Ideal
for breakfast or after lunch.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

250g

Intense flavour and full-bodied coffee. It stands out for its
powerful palate and its exuberant presence. Coffee selected
from the best varieties of Central American Arabica beans
and African Robusta beans.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

ESPRESSO

FRAGANTE

DECAF

GROUND COFFEE
ARABICA BASED BLEND

GROUND COFFEE
100% ARABICA

GROUND COFFEE
100% ARABICA

cod. 003201

cod. 003903

cod. 003407

250g

SPECIAL GROUND FOR ESPRESSO COFFEE MACHINES.
Intense flavour and full-bodied coffee. It stands out for its
powerful palate and its exuberant presence. Coffee selected
from the best varieties of Central American Arabica beans
and African Robusta beans.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

250g

250g

This smooth Arabica coffee blend with round, balanced
flavour, will be the best company at work and in quiet
moments. Arabica coffee may contain up to 50% less
caffeine than Robusta coffee.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

250g

The best traits of the coffee beans remain intact in this smooth
and fragrant coffee. It has been decaffeinated without using any
chemical product, respecting the environment and the people.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

NICARAGUA

GROUND COFFEE
100% ARABICA

GROUND COFFEE
100% ARABICA

GROUND COFFEE
100% ARABICA

cod. 003400

cod. 003303

cod. 003803

An excellent Mexican coffee with a smooth and wellbalanced palate,arichsensorialprofileandfreshforestaroma.
Anastonishing gourmet coffee.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

An outstanding, smooth and aromatic coffee with a wellbalanced body, rich in nuances and with a high-quality sensorial
profile. Ideal for gourmet palates.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

250g

A creamy coffee with a sweet body and cocoa aroma. It is
smooth on the palate and has a well-balanced acidity with
an intense and lasting taste.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

PERÚ

GUATEMALA

GROUND COFFEE
100% ARABICA

GROUND COFFEE
100% ARABICA

cod. 003307

cod. 003308

250g

A full-bodied and balanced coffee. Low acidity and intense
aroma. With a pleasant aroma of cocoa and fresh grass and a
subtle floral touch.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

250g

250g

A coffee with cocoa and caramel aroma, and a red-berry
touch. With pleasant and long-lasting sourness. Full-bodied
with chocolate, almond and hazelnut flavour.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY
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250g

COFFEE

COLOMBIA

Single-origin

CHIAPAS
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CAFÉ

SONRÍE

TE QUIERO

BÉSAME MUCHO

SMILE

I LOVE YOU

KISS ME

COFFEE FROM AROUND THE WORLD

COFFEE WITH COCOA AND MACA

COFFEE WITH CHAI

cod.006010

cod. 006011

cod. 006012

125g

Ingredients: coffee.
Coffee from around the world: Asia, South America and
Africa come together in this coffee. The Arabica coffee
beans from America provide this coffee with its intense
aroma, the African Robusta expand the intense, round
nature of this coffee, enhanced by the spiced, exotic touch
of the Asian beans.
Gourmet coffee for distinguished blend lovers.
Exceptional body, full flavor and low acidity.

Ingredients: coffee, cocoa, maca, ginger.
Cocoa and maca are well-known for its aphrodisiac effects and
this is why we named it Te quiero – I love you. Maca stimulates
fertility and eases the effects of the menopause. It is rich in
minerals and vitamin B. Cocoa is an aphrodisiac antioxidant
which contains iron. It cheers you up and makes you feel more
energetic. An easy, simple way to have your Maca intake in the
morning. Recommended for sportspeople.

ORÍGEN 100%
ARABICA

CHIAPAS
CAFÉ MOLIDO DE TUESTE NATURAL
BLEND EN BASE A ROBUSTA
cod. 00000

250g
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Lorem Ipsum es simplemente el texto de relleno de las imprentas y archivos de texto. Lorem Ipsum ha sido el texto
de relleno estándar de las industrias desde el año 1500,
cuando un impresor (N. del T. persona que se dedica a la
imprenta)
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AROMA
AMARGOR
ACIDEZ
INTENSIDAD

125g

Ingredients: coffee, chai (cinnamon, ginger, cloves, black
pepper, cardamom).
Chai spices are often used in the Ayurveda medicine. Among
other benefits, they improve the stimulation and balance
of the digestion and have a high-fiber content. It is a very
aromatic coffee that stimulates the 5 senses and offers a
nice feeling of comfort. It suits perfectly with cow milk or a
vegetable drink. We chose this name (Bésame
mucho – Kiss me) because of the warm touch
and inner peace that this coffee offers.

VANILLA

CINNAMON

GROUND COFFEE
100% ARABICA

GROUND COFFEE
100% ARABICA

cod. 006005

125g

Ingredients: coffee, vanilla.
The subtle and delicate vanilla aroma enhances the flavour of
this exquisite organic coffee. Coffee produced with the best
Arabica beans from farmers’ organizations of the Southern
hemisphere countries.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

125g

cod. 006006

125g

Ingredients: coffee, cinnamon.
The deep intense aroma of the cinnamon gives a very special
flavour to this exquisite organic coffee. Coffee produced
with the best Arabica beans from farmers’ organizations of
the Southern hemisphere countries.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

COFFEE

capsules

INTENSO
COMPOSTABLE
COFFEE CAPSULES
cod. 004101

Compostable coffee capsules
To be thrown directly to the organic waste
Fully composted within 12-20 weeks
Compatible with Nespresso®*machines

5g 10-capsule box

Coffee from the most respectful to the environment
plantations, no pesticides, herbicides or chemical fertilizers
have been used.
A 100% natural coffee with high aromatic wealth, a distinctive
acidity and a light body.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

ARABICA

DECAF

COMPOSTABLE
COFFEE CAPSULES

COMPOSTABLE
COFFEE CAPSULES

5g 10-capsule box

The Arabica beans have been carefully selected to provide
this coffee with its characteristic flavour and aroma.
It has a well-balanced body, a mild aroma and a round flavour.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

cod. 004103

5g 10-capsule box

The best qualities of the greatest coffees are kept intact in
this natural, fragrance and soft coffee.
It has been decaffeinated without any chemical product
which is harmful to the environment and people.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY
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cod. 004102
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COFFEE

capsules
Biodegradable organic coffee capsules
compatible with Nespresso * machines
®

FORTISSIMO

FORTE

BIODEGRADABLE
COFFEE CAPSULES

BIODEGRADABLE
COFFEE CAPSULES

cod. 005015

cod. 005010

5g 10-capsule box

A coffee with an exceptional intensity. A powerful
blend of Robusta beans from Africa and Arabica beans
from Central America, with an intense roast which
enhances the stregth of this delicious coffee.

5g 10-capsule box

A very special coffee blend, made of Arabica coffee from
Central America and Robusta from Tanzania. A full-bodied
coffee with a lasting taste on the palate and persistent. Ideal
for breakfast or after lunch.

* A company brand not related to Alternativa 3

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

PAGE
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ORÍGEN 100%
ARABICA

ESSENZIALE

LONGO

BIODEGRADABLE
COFFEE CAPSULES

BIODEGRADABLE
COFFEE CAPSULES

CAFÉ MOLIDO DE TUESTE NATURAL
BLEND EN BASE A ROBUSTA

cod. 005016

cod. 005011

cod. 001010

5g 10-capsule box

Intense flavour and full-bodied coffee. It stands out for its
powerful palate and its exuberant presence. Coffee selected
from the best varieties of Central American Arabica beans
and African Robusta beans.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

5g 10-capsule box

A smooth, elegant coffee. An aromatic blend of Arabica from
Central America and Robusta from Africa with personal,
inspiring notes.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

BIOLÓGICO
250g

Lorem Ipsum es simplemente el texto de relleno de las imprentas y archivos de texto. Lorem Ipsum ha sido el texto
de relleno estándar de las industrias desde el año 1500,
cuando un impresor (N. del T. persona que se dedica a la
imprenta)

AROMA
AMARGOR
ACIDEZ
INTENSIDAD

DECAF

BIODEGRADABLE
COFFEE CAPSULES

BIODEGRADABLE
COFFEE CAPSULES

BIODEGRADABLE
COFFEE CAPSULES

This smooth Arabica coffee blend with round, balanced
flavour, will be the best company at work and in quiet
moments. Arabica coffee may contain up to 50% less
caffeine than Robusta coffee.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

cod. 005014

5g 10-capsule box

An outstanding, smooth and aromatic coffee with a well- bal
ancedbody,richinnuancesandwithahigh-qualitysensorial profile.
Idealforgourmetpalates.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

cod. 005013

5g 10-capsule box

Thebesttraitsofthecoffeebeansremainintactinthissmooth
andfragrantcoffee.Ithasbeendecaffeinatedwithoutusingany
chemicalproduct,respectingtheenvironmentandthepeople.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

ORÍGEN 100%
ARABICA

ORÍGEN 100%
ARABICA

ORÍGEN 100%
ARABICA

COLOMBIA

DESCAFEINA-

CAFÉ VERDE

CAFÉ MOLIDO DE TUESTE NATURAL
BLEND EN BASE A ROBUSTA

CAFÉ MOLIDO DE TUESTE NATURAL
BLEND EN BASE A ROBUSTA

CAFÉ MOLIDO DE TUESTE NATURAL
BLEND EN BASE A ROBUSTA

cod. 001013

250g

Lorem Ipsum es simplemente el texto de relleno de las imprentas y archivos de texto. Lorem Ipsum ha sido el texto
de relleno estándar de las industrias desde el año 1500,
cuando un impresor (N. del T. persona que se dedica a la
imprenta)

cod. 001012

250g

Lorem Ipsum es simplemente el texto de relleno de las imprentas y archivos de texto. Lorem Ipsum ha sido el texto
de relleno estándar de las industrias desde el año 1500,
cuando un impresor (N. del T. persona que se dedica a la
imprenta)

AROMA
AMARGOR
ACIDEZ
INTENSIDAD

cod. 004000

250g

Lorem Ipsum es simplemente el texto de relleno de las imprentas y archivos de texto. Lorem Ipsum ha sido el texto
de relleno estándar de las industrias desde el año 1500,
cuando un impresor (N. del T. persona que se dedica a la
imprenta)

AROMA
AMARGOR
ACIDEZ
INTENSIDAD
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5g 10-capsule box

COFFEE

COLOMBIA

cod. 005012

AROMA
AMARGOR
ACIDEZ
INTENSIDAD

capsules

FRAGANTE
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COFFEE

Beans

FORTE

ESSENZIALE

FRAGANTE

COFFEE BEANS
ROBUSTA BASED BLEND

COFFEE BEANS
ARABICA BASED BLEND

COFFEE BEANS
100% ARABICA

cod. 001032

cod. 001031

cod. 001030

500g

A very special coffee blend, made of Arabica coffee from
Central America and Robusta from Tanzania. A full-bodied
coffee with a lasting taste on the palate and persistent. Ideal
for breakfast or after lunch.

500g

Intense flavour and full-bodied coffee. It stands out for its
powerful palate and its exuberant presence. Coffee selected
from the best varieties of Central American Arabica beans
and African Robusta beans.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

This smooth Arabica coffee blend with round, balanced
flavour, will be the best company at work and in quiet
moments. Arabica coffee may contain up to 50% less
caffeine than Robusta coffee.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

ORÍGEN 100%
ARABICA

DECAF

BIOLÓGICO

FRAGANTE
COFFEE BEANS
100% ARABICA
cod. 001033

CAFÉ MOLIDO DE TUESTE NATURAL
BLEND EN BASE A ROBUSTA
500g

PAGE

The best traits of the coffee beans remain intact in this smooth
and fragrant coffee. It has been decaffeinated without using any
chemical product, respecting the environment and the people.
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AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

cod. 003903

COFFEE BEANS
ARABICA BASED BLEND

250g

Lorem Ipsum es simplemente el texto de relleno de las imprentas y archivos de texto. Lorem Ipsum ha sido el texto
de relleno estándar de las industrias desde el año 1500,
cuando un impresor (N. del T. persona que se dedica a la
imprenta)

AROMA
AMARGOR
ACIDEZ
INTENSIDAD

500g

cod. 001010

250g

Intense flavour and full-bodied coffee. It stands out for its
powerful palate and its exuberant presence. Coffee selected
from the best varieties of Central American Arabica beans
and African Robusta beans.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

BIOARABICA

COFFEE BEANS
ROBUSTA-BASED BLEND

COFFEE BEANS
ARABICA-BASED BLEND

COFFEE BEANS
100% ARABICA

cod. 001014

cod. 001009

cod. 001011

1Kg

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

Smooth and aromatic Arabica beans selection. It is a very
pleasant coffee with a balanced taste, slightly acidic and with a
wonderful aroma.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

COLOMBIA

DECAF

GREEN COFFEE
BEANS

COFFEE BEANS
100% ARABICA

COFFEE BEANS
100% ARABICA

COFFEE BEANS
100% ARABICA

cod. 001013

cod. 001012

1Kg

An outstanding, smooth and aromatic coffee with a wellbalanced body, rich in nuances and with a high-quality sensorial
profile. Ideal for gourmet palates.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

Coffee from the most respectful with the environment
plantations, in which no pesticides, herbicides or chemical
fertilizers have been used. With a high rich aroma, a light
body and unmistakable acidity.

1Kg

1Kg

The best traits of the coffee beans remain intact in this smooth
and fragrant coffee. It has been decaffeinated without using any
chemical product, respecting the environment and the people.

cod. 004000

150g

Raw coffee beans, not roasted, without additives or
preservatives. It contains chlorogenic acid, which has antiinflammatory and antioxidant properties, which disappear
when roasted. It turns the accumulated fat into calorie energy.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

PAGE

Coffee beans selected from the finest varieties of Central
American Arabica beans and African Robusta beans. It has a
full body. It is persistent on the palate and at the same time,
it is nuanced by the smooth Central American beans.

1Kg

COFFEE

BIOLÓGICO

Beans

HORECA
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COFFEE

FAP capsules

INTENSO

ARABICA

DECAF

BIODEGRADABLE
FAP COFFEE CAPSULES

BIODEGRADABLE
FAP COFFEE CAPSULES

BIODEGRADABLE
FAP COFFEE CAPSULES

cod. 008041

7g 75-capsule box

Coffee from the most respectful to the environment
plantations, no pesticides, herbicides or chemical fertilizers
have been used. A 100% natural coffee with high aromatic
wealth, a distinctive acidity and a light body.

7g 75-capsule box

The best traits of the coffee beans remain intact in this smooth
and fragrant coffee. It has been decaffeinated without using
any chemical product, respecting the environment and the
people.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

E.S.D. pads

ARABICA

DECAF

GROUND COFFFEE
COFFEE PADS

GROUND COFFFEE
COFFEE PADS

GROUND COFFFEE
COFFEE PADS

7g 25-pads box
7g 75-pads box

Coffee from the most respectful to the environment
plantations,no pesticides, herbicides or chemical fertilizers
have been used. A 100% natural coffee with high aromatic
wealth, a distinctive acidity and a light body.
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The Arabica beans have been carefully selected to provide
this coffee with its characteristic flavour and aroma. It has a
well-balanced body, a mild aroma and a round flavour.

cod. 008043

INTENSO

cod. 008030
cod. 008031
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7g 75-capsule box

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

cod. 008042

cod. 008033
cod. 008034

7g 25-pads box
7g 75-pads box

The Arabica beans have been carefully selected to provide
this coffee with its characteristic flavour and aroma. It has a
well-balanced body, a mild aroma and a round flavour.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

cod. 008036
cod. 008037

7g 25-pads box
7g 75-pads box

The best traits of the coffee beans remain intact in this
smooth and fragrant coffee. It has been decaffeinated
without using any chemical product, respecting the
environment and the people.

AROMA
BITTERNESS
ACIDITY
INTENSITY

INSTANT

FREEZE-DRIED INSTANT COFFEE
100% ARABICA

FREEZE-DRIED INSTANT COFFEE
100% ARABICA

FREEZE-DRIED INSTANT COFFEE
100% ARABICA

cod. 008008

cod. 008016
cod. 008015

Our freeze-dried coffee has gone through the most modern
freeze-drying processes, thanks to which the final product
keeps all its excellent properties of aroma, flavour and colour.
Ideal to enjoy an instantly ready-to-drink coffee.

25 sachets of 2g
375 sachets of 2g

Our freeze-dried coffee has gone through the most modern
freeze-drying processes, thanks to which the final product
keeps all its excellent properties of aroma, flavour and colour.
Ideal to enjoy an instantly ready-to-drink coffee. Practical
single-dose sachets.

cod. 008007

500g

Our freeze-dried coffee has gone through the most modern
freeze-drying processes, thanks to which the final product
keeps all its excellent properties of aroma, flavour and colour.
Ideal to enjoy an instantly ready-to-drink coffee.

DECAF

DECAF

DECAF

DECAF FREEZE-DRIED INSTANT COFFEE
100% ARABICA

DECAF FREEZE-DRIED INSTANT COFFEE
100% ARABICA

DECAF FREEZE-DRIED INSTANT COFFEE
100% ARABICA

cod. 008029

cod. 008006
cod. 008005

100g

Our freeze-dried coffee has gone through the most modern
freeze-drying processes, thanks to which the final product
keeps all its excellent properties of aroma, flavour and colour.
It has been decaffeinated without using any chemical product
which might be harmful to people or the environment.

25 sachets of 2g
375 sachets of 2g

Our freeze-dried coffee has gone through the most
modern freeze-drying processes, thanks to which the final
product keeps all its excellent properties of aroma, flavour
and colour. It has been decaffeinated without using any
chemical product which might be harmful to people or the
environment. Practical single-dose sachets.

cod. 008012

500g

Our freeze-dried coffee has gone through the most
modern freeze-drying processes, thanks to which the final
product keeps all its excellent properties of aroma, flavour
and colour. It has been decaffeinated without using any
chemical product which might be harmful to people or the
environment.
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100g

COFFEE

INSTANT

Freeze-dried Instant

INSTANT
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COCOA
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We elaborate our cocoas paying special
attention to the quality of the origin as well as
using formulas which enhance the nutritious
and healthy qualities of the cacao. Our cocoa
range is gluten free, lactose free, additives
free and full of nutrients and vitamins.
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PURE COCOA
POWDER

cod. 047702

cod. 047704

cod. 047703

Ingredients: pure cocoa powder.
GLUTEN FREE. LACTOSE FREE. ALLERGENS FREE.
No artificial aromas, no thickeners or added sugar have been
used. High-quality American cocoa. Ideal to bake or prepare
a delicious hot cocoa drink.

500g

Ingredients: pure cocoa powder.
GLUTEN FREE. LACTOSE FREE. ALLERGENS FREE.
No artificial aromas, no thickeners or added sugar have been
used.High-quality American cocoa. Ideal to bake or prepare
a delicious hot cocoa drink.

1Kg

Ingredients: pure cocoa powder.
GLUTEN FREE. LACTOSE FREE. ALLERGENS FREE.
No artificial aromas, no thickeners or added sugar have been
used.High-quality American cocoa. Ideal to bake or prepare
a delicious hot cocoa drink.

PURE COCOA
ORANGE AND
CINNAMON

PURE COCOA
MACA AND
GINGER

PURE
COCOA
CHAI

cod. 042604

cod. 042602

cod. 042603

125g

Ingredients: pure defatted cocoa, orange peel powder,
cinnamon, black pepper, orange aroma.
ORGANIC · FAIRTRADE · GLUTEN FREE · VEGAN
The contrast between the sweet cinnamon and the fresh
acidity of the orange provides this cocoa with a surprising
and intense flavor and deep aroma. It is stimulating and
repairing. Thanks to the perfect harmony of its ingredients,
it really is a pleasure for the palate.

125g

Ingredients: pure defatted cocoa, maca, ginger.
ORGANIC · FAIRTRADE · GLUTEN FREE · VEGAN
Revitalizing and energizing, this cocoa provides you a warm
energy which balances your body. Traditionally, maca and
cocoa are attributed aphrodisiac properties.

125g

Ingredients: pure defatted cocoa, chai (cinnamon, ginger,
cloves, black pepper, cardamom).
ORGANIC · FAIRTRADE · GLUTEN FREE · VEGAN
Chai is a very aromatic mix of spices which stimulates the five
senses and offers a great sense of well-being. Comforting
and relaxing, this cocoa with Chai makes a perfect match
with milk or vegetable drinks.
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150g

COCOA

PURE COCOA
POWDER

Pure

PURE COCOA
POWDER
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COCOA

Instant Cocoa

INSTANT
COCOA

INSTANT
COCOA

INSTANT
COCOA

cod. 042302

cod. 042314

cod. 042303

250g

Ingredients: cane sugar, pure cocoa powder.
GLUTEN FREE · LACTOSE FREE · ALLERGENS FREE
Hot cocoa from organic farming plantations. It instantly
dissolves both in hot and cold milk. It is a healthy,
environmentally friendly product.

INSTANT
COCOA
cod. 042309

1,5Kg

PAGE

Ingredients: cane sugar, pure cocoa powder.
GLUTEN FREE · LACTOSE FREE · ALLERGENS FREE
Hot cocoa from organic farming plantations. It instantly dissolves both in hot and cold milk. It is a healthy, environmentally friendly product.
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400g

Ingredients: cane sugar, pure cocoa powder.
GLUTEN FREE · LACTOSE FREE · ALLERGENS FREE
Instant cocoa from organic farming. It dissolves quickly both
in hot or cold milk/vegetable drink.

INSTANT
COCOA
cod. 042312

20 sachets of 15g

Ingredients: cane sugar, pure cocoa powder.
GLUTEN FREE · LACTOSE FREE · ALLERGENS FREE
Instant cocoa from organic farming. It dissolves quickly both
in hot or cold milk/vegetable drink.

750g

Ingredients: cane sugar, pure cocoa powder.
GLUTEN FREE · LACTOSE FREE · ALLERGENS FREE
Hot cocoa from organic farming plantations. It instantly
dissolves both in hot and cold milk. It is a healthy,
environmentally friendly product.

cod. 042304

275g

Ingredients: Panela cane sugar, pure cocoa powder. GLUTEN
FREE. LACTOSE FREE. ALLERGENS FREE.
Just Panela cane sugar and cocoa powder, no additives.
Panela is the juice extracted directly from the sugar cane, it
contains 50 times more minerals than white sugar.

HOT
CHOCOLATE
cod. 042401

350g

Ingredients: cane sugar, pure cocoa powder, corn starch,
carob flour.
GLUTEN FREE. LACTOSE FREE. ALLERGENS FREE.
Ideal to prepare a delicious hot chocolate in a quick, easy
way.

cod. 042501

250g

Ingredients: coconut sugar, pure cocoa powder.
GLUTEN FREE. LACTOSE FREE. ALLERGENS FREE.
Just coconut sugar and cocoa powder, no additives. Coconut
sugar is extracted from the sap of the palm tree flower by
evaporation. It has a low glycemic index (35), which avoids
blood sugar levels to go up and down drastically when we
have it.

HOT
CHOCOLATE
cod. 042402

1Kg

Ingredients: cane sugar, pure cocoa powder, corn starch,
carob flour.
GLUTEN FREE. LACTOSE FREE. ALLERGENS FREE.
Ideal to prepare a delicious hot chocolate in a quick, easy
way.

cod. 042405

125g

COCOA

HOT COCOA
WITH COCONUT SUGAR

instant cocoa

HOT COCOA
WITH PANELA CANE SUGAR

Ingredients: cane sugar, pure cocoa powder, corn starch,
carob flour, cinnamon.
GLUTEN FREE. LACTOSE FREE. ALLERGENS FREE.
Ideal for cinnamon lovers to prepare in a quick, easy way
a delicious hot chocolate with a pleasant cinnamon aroma
and flavour.

HOT
CHOCOLATE
INDIVIDUAL
SACHETS
cod. 042406

chocolate

COCOCAO

10 sachets of 30g

Ingredients: cane sugar, pure cocoa powder, corn starch,
carob flour.
GLUTEN FREE · LACTOSE FREE · ALLERGENS FREE
Ideal to prepare a delicious hot chocolate in a quick,
easy way.
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PANELACAO

HOT
CHOCOLATE
WITH
CINNAMON
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SUGAR
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Non-refined cane sugar from different origins with
all the nutrients from the sugar cane: Mascobado,
Panela, Golden Light... Coconut sugar made from
the sap of the palm tree flower.
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SUGAR

MASCOBADO
RAW CANE SUGAR
cod. 026300
cod. 026301
cod. 026302

500 g
1 Kg
5 Kg

Mascobado is the name for raw cane sugar in Filipino It is
non-refined cane sugar, extracted directly from the sugar
cane just by evaporation, so it preserves all the nutrients
and vitamins of the sugar cane. The climate and groundrelated characteristics of the area provide this sugar with its
distinguished light liquorice touch.

PANELA

RAW CANE SUGAR

RAW CANE SUGAR

cod. 023302
cod. 023305

cod. 023304

1Kg
5Kg

Panela is the juice extracted directly from the sugar cane
just by evaporation, so it preserves all the nutrients and
vitamins of the sugar cane. The climate and groundrelated characteristics in Ecuador provide this sugar with a
distinguished light honey touch.

400g

Panela is the juice extracted directly from the sugar cane
just by evaporation, so it preserves all the nutrients and
vitamins of the sugar cane. The climate and groundrelated characteristics in Ecuador provide this sugar with a
distinguished light honey touch.

PANELA
RAW CANE SUGAR SACHETS
cod. 023301

100 sugar 6g

Panela is the juice extracted directly from the sugar cane
just by evaporation, so it preserves all the nutrients and vitamins of the sugar cane. The climate and ground- related
characteristics in Ecuador provide this sugar with a distinguished light honey touch.
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PANELA
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SUGAR

CANE
SUGAR

CANE
SUGAR

CANE SUGAR
SACHETS

GOLDEN LIGHT - BLOND SUGAR

GOLDEN LIGHT - BLOND SUGAR

GOLDEN LIGHT - BLOND SUGAR

cod. 024702
cod. 024704

cod. 024703

cod. 020206
cod. 020204

1Kg
5Kg

This sugar has been elaborated without any chemical
treatment which is harmful for people or the environment. It
comes from the Fairtrade cooperative Manduvira in Paraguay.
It is a type of sugar with A loose texture and a soft flavour,
ideal to sweeten Without modifying the flavour nor the color
of the food.

ICING
SUGAR

500g

This sugar has been elaborated without any chemical
treatment which is harmful for people or the environment. It
comes from the Fairtrade cooperative Manduvira in Paraguay.
It is a type of sugar with A loose texture and a soft flavour,
ideal to sweeten Without modifying the flavour nor the color
of the food.

box 300g
box 800/u

This sugar has been elaborated without any chemical
treatment which is harmful for people or the environment. It
comes from the Fairtrade cooperative Manduvira in Paraguay.
It is a type of sugar with A loose texture and a soft flavour,
ideal to sweeten without modifying the flavour nor the color
of the coffee or drink.

COCONUT
SUGAR

BAKING SUGAR
cod. 020217

250g
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Ingredients: Cane sugar, corn starch.
GLUTEN FREE. LACTOSE FREE. ALLERGENS FREE.
Ideal as a topping for your desserts and cakes in a healthy,
natural way.
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cod. 027000

250g

Sweet flavour with a caramel touch. It contains iron, zinc, potassium, antioxidants and dietary fibers. The coconut sugar is extracted from the sap of the palm tree flower just by evaporation.
It has a low glycemic index (35), which avoids blood sugar levels
go up and down drastically. It contains inulin, which slows down
the glucose absorption.

200-unit jar.
6g/unit 1,2 Kg

Ingredients: Cane sugar, glucose syrup, acidulant: citric acid,
natural aroma and concentrate of black currant, apple and
carrot. Cherry flavour. Made only with natural aromas and
colourants. Gluten free. Made with organic Fairtrade cane
sugar.

CHUPIS–BALL
LOLLIPOPS
cod. 031025

200-unit jar. 7g/unit

Ingredients: Cane sugar, Glucose syrup, acidulant: citric acid,
natural aroma and concentrate of black currant, apple and
carrot. Cherry flavour. Made only with natural aromas and
colourants. Gluten free. Made with organic Fairtrade cane
sugar.

cod. 031023

200-unit bag.
6g/unit 1,2 Kg

Ingredients: Cane sugar, glucose syrup, acidulant: citric acid,
natural aroma and concentrate of black currant, apple and
carrot. Cherry flavour. Made only with natural aromas and
colourants. Gluten free. Made with organic Fairtrade cane
sugar.

CHUPIS–BALL
LOLLIPOPS
cod. 031026

200-unit bag.
7g/unit

Ingredients: Cane sugar, Glucose syrup, acidulant: citric acid,
natural aroma and concentrate of black currant, apple and
carrot. Strawberry, lemon, mandarin and cola flavour. Made
only with natural aromas and colourants. Gluten free. Made
with organic Fairtrade cane sugar.

HEART-SHAPED
LOLLIPOPS
cod. 031027

200-unit bag.
6g/unit 1,2 Kg

SWEETS

LOLLIPOPS

cod. 031022

FLAT
LOLLIPOPS

Ingredients: Cane sugar, glucose syrup, acidulant: citric acid,
natural aroma and concentrate of black currant, apple and
carrot. Cherry flavour. Made only with natural aromas and
colourants. Gluten free. Made with organic Fairtrade cane
sugar.

CHUPIS–BALL
LOLLIPOPS
cod. 031024

8-unit bag.
7g/unit

Ingredients: Cane sugar, Glucose syrup, acidulant: citric acid,
natural aroma and concentrate of black currant, apple and
carrot. Strawberry, lemon, mandarin and cola flavour. Made
only with natural aromas and colourants. Gluten free. Made
with organic Fairtrade cane sugar.
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FLAT
LOLLIPOPS
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TEAS

DARJEELING
GREEN TEA
cod. 015001

30g
20 tea bags

Ingredients: Green tea.
Exquisite tea with a fruity flavour and an incomparable aroma.
The green tea is an excellent antioxidant, which improves the
performance of our body and benefits blood circulation.

CINNAMON-ORANGE
ROOIBOS
cod. 011103

30g
20 tea bags
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Ingredients: Rooibos, cinnamon stick, orange peel, ginger,
orange essential oil.
The cinnamon and orange peel provide this tea with a
slightly bittersweet aroma and taste together with an exotic
and original touch.
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EARL GREY
TEA
cod. 015004

30g
20 tea bags

Ingredients: Black tea, bergamot essential oil.
The Earl Grey is an aromatic tea with a citric and intense flavour.
The bergamot provides this tea with digestive, antidepressant
and antiseptic characteristics. It is ideal for breakfast.

MINT
ROOIBOS
cod. 011106

30g
20 tea bags

Ingredients: Rooibos, mint.
The mint provides this rooibos with a refreshing touch and a
very particular aroma.

ROOIBOS

cod. 011102

30g
20 tea bags

Ingredients: Rooibos.
Tasty and aromatic mahogany-coloured tea. With intense
aroma and delicious flavour, it can be served cold or hot,
with or without sugar.

VANILLA
ROOIBOS
cod. 011107

30g
20 tea bags

Ingredients: Rooibos, vanilla.
The vanilla enhances this rooibos with its intense aroma, its
delicious flavour and its healthy properties.

PRIVATE
LABEL
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AlterNativa3 offers you the opportunity
to customize coffee, cocoa, sugar and
sweets under your company’s brand. Since
we are manufacturers, we control the
whole production process, guaranteeing
the highest quality of the product and
we offer a double certification: Fair Trade
and Organic.
For more information, please contact us
at: export@alternativa3.com
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Tel. 937869379
www.alternativa3.com
Alternativa3, S.Coop. Crta-. Castellar, 525 08227 Terrassa, Barcelona
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Coffee roasters
Organic Fairtrade
products
manufacturers
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